
Yo Pitts! Foods introduces their 

“Snack Pack” to enjoy their delicious 

mustards on the go! 

Just in time for the spring and summer outdoor season, introducing a new snack line of all-
natural mustard coupled with pretzels and bread sticks.  

provided by Yo Pitts! Foods   

 

Yo Pitts! Foods has created a new “Snack Pack” so you can enjoy two of its all-natural mustard 

flavors where ever you go. A snack pack will help you eat healthy when you are on the go and is 

satisfying by itself or when accompanied by a sandwich, wrap, etc.   

These snack packs are a perfect addition to the Yo Pitts! Foods’ condiment line (3 ketchup 

flavors and 10 mustard flavors). Customers have written us stating they are taking our products 

with them on car rides and hikes, to sporting events and even to their favorite restaurants. Yo 

Pitts! Foods has made these activities easier with its new “Snack Pack” while the full line of all-

natural, gourmet condiments continue to be used for everyday delicacies.  

These snack packs are innovative in that they are bringing an “indoors snack” outdoors. 

Available flavor packs: 

 Smoked Maple Mustard & Pretzel  

Smoked Maple Mustard & Plain bread sticks 

Tangy Mustard & Pretzel 

Tangy Mustard & Sesame bread sticks 

These innovative snack packs allow Yo Pitts! Foods to occupy two new categories.  

- Snacks 

- Grab-N-Go 

The new Yo Pitts! Foods “Snack Pack” is tasty and filling; it is also resealable, great for a 

standalone snack or as a lunch companion. Just place some mustard on your sandwich or wrap 

and dip the rest! These new snack packs can be found in a few select retailers and online at 

www.YoPittsFoods.com. You can also stay up to date on the latest from Yo PItts! Foods on Facebook 

@yopittsfoods, Twitter @YoPittsFoods and Instagram @yopittsfoods.  

http://www.yopittsfoods.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yo Pitts! Foods 

Yo Pitts! Foods is a New York-based company. Founded in 2015, Yo Pitts! Foods is the brainchild of 

creator and founder Tom Pitts. This creation was brought to life while Tom was sourcing the ingredients 

for his approved soap patent. On a quest for all-natural and wholesome ingredients, Tom discovered 

ingredients that satisfied his love for flavorful food. Combining these ingredients and flavored 

condiments was how Yo Pitts! Foods was formed. Yo Pitts! Foods now has 13 variations of favors within 

its ketchup and mustard lines. These condiments are perfect for gourmet and everyday meals, as well as 

beer and wine pairings. Yo Pitts! Foods has made its way to homes across the country through its 

website and is now available in many online marketplaces and a growing number of retail shops. For 

more information about Yo Pitts! Foods, please visit www.yopittsfoods.com. 

Yo Pitts! Foods * 2266 5th Ave, unit 834 * New York * NY * 10037 

Email: info@yopittsfoods.com * Phone : 212.234.0374 

TPzzz Tangy Mustard & Authentic Bavarian plain soft pretzel 

TPzzz Tangy Mustard & Authentic Bavarian plain soft pretzel 
TPzzz Smoked Maple Mustard & Authentic Bavarian plain soft pretzel 

TPzzz Smoked Maple Mustard & Plain breadsticks 

TPzzz Tangy Mustard & Sesame breadsticks  
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